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Marcelo Copello 

One of the most respected wine specialists in 
Brazil, with a 30-year career. Voted “the most 
influential wine journalist in Brazil” by 
Meininger´s Wine Business International 
magazine and “Wine Personality” 2011 and 
2013 by the website Enoeventos. Publisher of 
Revista BACO and Wines of Brazil Yearbook, 
curator of the Rio Wine and Food Festival, 
president of the jury of the Grande Prova 
Vinhos do Brasil (largest wine competition in 
Brazil). 

Columnist os Veja São Paulo and Veja Rio 
magazines, contributor of several publications 
in Brazil and abroad, author of 7 award-winning 
books, in three languages, professor of several 
institutions, radio and TV presenter, winner of 
the Gourmand World Cookbook Award , 
nominated Jabuti award, winner of the Born 
Digital Wine Awards, jury in dozens of 
international competitions, such as the 
International Wine Challenge. MC has great 
credibility and great experience as a speaker.



PANORAMA 
 BEFORE COVID-19



MACRO ECONOMY

YEAR GDP

2014 0,01

2015 -3,55%

2016 -3,31%

2017 1,06%

2018 1,12%

2019 1,17%

2020 2,20%



MACRO ECONOMY 

Wine = US$ 3,75 billions
Wine = 400 million liters
70% imported
+505% in US$ in 20 years
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SIZE OF THE MARKET 
209 million inhabitants 

40 million oenophiles (+1 time per month) 
(+6 million in the last 2 years) 

4 million enthusiasts (+1 times per week) 

In South America, we are: 
2o consumer market 
1o importing market



Rarely

MonthlyBiweekly

Weekly

Daily

Frequency %

Rarely 32

Monthly 15

Biweekly 21

Weekly 23

Daily 9

BACO	Research	2019:	YOUTH	consumption



BACO Research 2019: Wine’s alcohol content

Indifferent

+Alcohol

-Alcohol



BACO  Research 2019 – Moment of Consumption

At	home

Restaurants

Winter

Dates

Parties

Businesses



Regionalization 

The South and the Southeast have 
80% of marketshare. 

São Paulo +35% 
Rio de Janeiro +20%   
RS - Brazilian wines



Cities that sell more wines  in 
supermarkets 

1. São Paulo 
2. Rio de Janeiro 
3. Florianópolis 
4. Belo Horizonte 
5. Curitiba 
6. Brasília 
7. Porto Alegre 
8. Salvador 
9. Campinas 
10.Recife 



North, Northeast and Center-east 

80 million inhabitants 
Consumption under 1 liter 

Here is the biggest potential! 



Where	the	consumer	is	
Total	consumption



Where	the	consumer	is	
PER	CAPITA	consumption



BARRIERS 

PRICE 
AND 

EDUCATION



FINAL PRICE – GREAT BARRIER 

Taxes, bureaucracy, logistics, 
instability, smuggling



EDUCATION

Wine is like an UFO that landed in Brazil: 
FEAR AND FASCINATION 

"I LIKE IT, BUT DON’T UNDERSTAND”



PER CAPITA

Source: Anuário Vinhos do Brasil

Brazilian Production 305.473.000 Liters

Imports 115.681.572 Liters

Estimation of total 
consumption 421.154.572 Liters

Brazilian Population 209.300.000 Inhabitants

Consumption per 
capita 2,01 Liters per inhabitants/

year



Source: Anuário Vinhos do Brasil

PER CAPITA – Fine Wines
Brazilian Production 46.993.000 Liters

Imports 115.681.572 Liters

Estimation of total 
consumption 162.674.572 Liters

Brazilian Population 209.300.000 Inhabitants

Consumption per 
capita 0,78 Liters per inhabitants/

year



Source: Anuário Vinhos do Brasil

CONSUMPTION x POPULATION
2002 2018 %

Imported 26.554.428 115.681.572 335%

BRA non 
Vinifera 227.379.872 258.480.000 14%

BRA Vinifera 29.527.395 46.473.000 57%

TOTAL 283.461.695 420.634.572 48%
Population 176.029.560 209.300.000 19%

Consumption 
Per Capita 1,6 2,01 25%



Israel x Mercosul
à Zero Import Taxes for wines

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&url=https%3A%2F%2Fhe.m.wikipedia.org%2Fwiki%2F%25D7%25A7%25D7%2595%25D7%2591%25D7%25A5%3AFlag_of_Israel.svg&psig=AOvVaw07hrM-Jn0IOSWD053ZA8Y3&ust=1588959882329000&source=images&cd=vfe&ved=0CAIQjRxqFwoTCJj-z4unoukCFQAAAAAdAAAAABAD




RESEARCH 
During COVID



Survey 
  

Wine consumption in BRAZIL during 
social isolation

April 24, 2020



Panorama
2020 had started with a positive outlook. The Focus bulletin, 
of Brazilian Central Bank pointed out a 2.3% growth in the 
Brazilian Gross Domestic Product (GDP) for 2020 (the 
highest rate since 2013). 

In March of this year, however, with the pandemic caused by 
the coronavirus, it took the governments of several Brazilian 
states to close almost all businesses, keeping only essential 
services open. Restaurants, bars, hotels and other on-trade 
companies were closed, operating only with delivery and 
take away.

@marcelocopello



Panorama

The Brazilian wine market has been growing in volume 
continuously for over 20 years. We are starting an 
unprecedented crisis, but we still hope that consumption will 
continue, as it was in the crisis of 2014, a year in which we 
had negative GDP but the volume of wine consumption 
increased. 

The following questionnaire, answered by 1,000 people, 
complements interviews with several players in the trade 
and many consumers, to take a picture of the Brazilian 
market at this time. At the end we present a brief analysis 
and conclusions.



The Survey - how it was done
This survey was conducted between April 18 and 22, among professionals 
ans the followers of Marcelo Copello's social networks - about 24 
thousand on Instagram and 62 thousand on Facebook. The survey was 
also disseminated spontaneously on WhatsApp. The profile of the 
participants is of people already involved with wine, mostly between 25 
and 55 years of age, with a slight majority of males. 

Responses reached 70% on the 18th, the day of posting and ended 
automatically when reaching 1,000 responses on the 22nd. 

DATE: April 18th to 22nd 
Participants: 1,000 people 
Location: 24 of the 26 Brazilian states were represented 
Profile: consumers already with some involvement with wine 
Gender: 60% men, 40% women



Instagram - Marcelo Copello 
With 24.000 followers, mostly adult men, high involvement with 

wine



Facebook  
More than 62 thousand followers 
High degree of involvement



@marcelocopello

Your wine consumption has increased or 
decreased in the last 30 days?



@marcelocopello

If it has increased, how much do you 
roughly estimate that it has increased? 
Otherwise, skip this question



@marcelocopello

If it has decreased, how much do you 
roughly estimate that it has decreased? 
Otherwise, skip this question



@marcelocopello

What type of wine have you consumed 
the most in the last 30 days?



@marcelocopello

Which grape are the wines that you have 
consumed the most in the last 30 days? Mark the 
main ones



@marcelocopello

Which country or countries are the wines that you 
have consumed the most in the last 30 days? Mark the 
main ones



@marcelocopello

Have you been buying more wine in the past 30 
days?



@marcelocopello

What channel have you purchased the 
most in the last 30 days?



@marcelocopello

Do you plan to increase, decrease or 
maintain your wine consumption in the 
coming months?



In which brazilian state do you live?



Analysis and conclusions
The survey clearly points to an increase in consumption, with 67% of 
responses declaring an increase of between 30% and 60%. The figure 
is in line with imports, which had a 15.4% growth in the first quarter of 
the year compared to 2019, even with a high dollar. And Brazilian 
wines grew 8.9% in their commercialization 

With regard to consumption preferences (type, variety and country), 
the pandemic does not seem to have changed the taste of Brazilians. 
The preference for reds, Chile and Cabernet Sauvignon was 
maintained. 

In the question about purchase, most respond that they have bought 
more (57%), but this percentage is below those who claim to consume 
more (67%). The explanation, confirmed in several interviews, is that 
consumers are lowering their homemade stocks. 

With regard to the purchase channel, the leadership, as before 
COVID-19, remains with the large retail chains, which, although they 
do not reveal numbers, report double-digit growth in the period.



Analysis and conclusions
The survey also shows a great growth in E-Commerce, which would 
normally account for 10% of sales and in the survey reached 35%. The 
data matches the numbers of the main Brazilian wine .COMs, which 
report growth of 20% to 50%. It is important to note that a door has 
been opened, as many consumers are buying for the first time online. 

Another emerging channel is direct sales via WhatsApp, which 
registered 23% in the survey. This digital “melee” has been shown to 
be very effective during quarantine. 

A channel that is currently in great difficulty is HORECA, for 
restaurants, bars and shops, which represents the main channel for 
many companies. 

Asked about the near future, most said they intend to maintain current 
consumption. We think, however, that it is hasty to draw conclusions 
about this, since the first quarantine phase can lead to a euphoria of 
consumption, which can later retract.



Considerations
Imports in the 1st quarter have already risen 15.4% 
compared to 2019, even with high dollar. National 
wines + 8.9% marketing 

800% increase in Delivery and E-Commerce as a 
whole (not just wine) 

HORECA Channel - According to Abrabe (Brazilian 
Beverage Association) 52% drop in the sector's 
revenue. Among companies, 40% reported 
retraction in sales after social isolation.



Suggestions
MARKETING 
Focus on CORE BRAND - the trend is for safe 
purchases by consumers 

Investing in marketing will be more effective at this point. 
SOV (Share of Voice) at this moment will be more 
important than SOM (Share of Marketing) 

PROMOTION 
Invest in actions that facilitate the logistics and moment 
of consumption (Kits / Combos) 
Engagement actions with the community - Think Local 

TOTAL FOCUS ON SOCIAL NETWORKS



Suggestions
CHANNELS 
- HORECA dead 
- Dead wine tourism 
- Suspended face-to-face events 

OFF TRADE and ON-LINE heated, but do they compensate 
for on-trade? In volume, maybe, but the offer is different. 

E-Vino +20% in volume and +30% new customers 

CONSUMPTION OCCASION has changed radically 

Wine is the most socially accepted drink in isolation, 
there are more family meals and more moments of 
relaxation



Conclusion
The wine market in Brazil is resilient in crises and 
tends not to shrink in volume, but 

Profile has changed! 
Channels have changed! 
Consumer occasions have changed! 

It is up to the players to adapt to this new normal



Marcelo Copello 

Testmonial and Projects



Rio wine and food 
festival 2020

https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=c_rs_rQvD6U&t=12s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_rs_rQvD6U&t=12s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c_rs_rQvD6U&t=12s


Q&A



Thank you! 

CONTACT INFORMATION 
Marcelo Copello 

mc@marcelocopello.com 
+55 21 99761-6561 


